perspective; queer spaces of entertainment; contemporary technology and the reconfiguration of the concept of queer communities through their dissociation from actual physical locations; the life and work of artists such as Simeon Solomon and Francis Bacon; the poetry of Claude McKay, and the fiction of Sarah Waters and Alan Hollinghurst; organizations such as the Victorian British Society for the Study of Sex Psychology and the Anthropological Society; the archival documentation of queer life; this brief overview of the volume's focal points and thematic axes suggests the various ways in which London influenced, and was, in turn, transformed by the expression of multiple facets of queer sexuality from the mid-Victorian era to the present.
Significantly, London emerges not only as a terrain of opportunity and freedom, but also as a site of containment and loss for queer subjectivities. This contrast highlights the significance of the attempt put forward by the essays collected here. The appreciation of the temporal connections that link seemingly disparate experiences sheds light into the tensions and contradictions that have always been part of queer metropolitan life; the volume effects thus the inclusive reading it pursues (Graham 35), precisely because it views queer London as a diachronically composite organism that evades monolithic signification. Closing his essay on Alan Hollinghurst, Bart Eeckhout notes the author's acknowledgment of "how ephemeral and uncontainable all those queer lives lived in and around London really are -and how much of their sexual histories is bound to remain forever unwritten" (217). Echoing the fact that the insightful essays of the volume cannot possibly offer an exhaustive retrieval of queer lives and their complex interaction with urban space, this remark suggests, nevertheless, that Sex, Time and Place works against the impossibility of reinstating queer lives in the history of the city, and thus paves the way for similar future endeavours.
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